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General data

- population: 613.230
- 7th largest city in germany
- part of the rhine-ruhr metropolitan area
- former industrial city



History of Dusseldorf

- 1288:   becomes a town
- 1380:   becomes a “Residenzstadt”
- 1802:   the Königsallee is built
- 1880s: becomes an important industrial city
- 1965:   Heinrich Heine University is founded



Sightseeing - Old Town

- The heart of Düsseldorf

- St. Lambertus church

- Burgplatz

- The narrow streets of the Old Town

- National and international restaurants, popular bars and quaint breweries

- The longest bar

- Home of the local soccer bars and pubs



Sightseeing - Königsallee

- High-end shopping mile

- Called the “Kö”

- Extends more than a kilometre

- Luxurious and renowned brands

- Fashion, jewellery, culinary delights, ...

- Architectural peculiarities

- The Düssel flow in the heart of the Kö



Sightseeing - The Rhine promenade

- Perfect place for relaxation

- Beautiful panoramic views

- View over the Rhine

- Many small cafes and bars

- Düsseldorfer Kasematten

- Boat tours along the Rhine



Cool in School



School structure

● Full time school:
○ Normal school until your graduation 

● Vocal school: 
○ Dual system where you work and go to school

● Areas:
○ Chemical
○ Electronic Technology
○ Information Technology





Additional qualifications

KMK-Foreign languages certificate

● Voluntary: Schools offer certificate examinations and pupils can accept the 
offer

● Individual frame: The certificate is offered at different levels according to the 
language skills of the respective profession

● International comprehensibility: The certificate can be used without problems, 
e. g. for the europass Language Passport



Sources

https://www.duesseldorf.de/

https://www.wikipedia.de/

https://www.duesseldorf-tourismus.de/

https://www.rp-online.de/nrw/staedte/duesseldorf/duesseldorfer-geschichte-in-bild
ern-bid-1.828917



Thank you for your attention
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